FLEXIBLE SANDING
BOARDS
FSB 042071
FSB 056111
FSB 084112
FSB 112113
FSB 196114
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
model

FSB 042071

FSB 056111

FSB 084112

FSB 112113

FSB 196114

dimensions of the plate

420 x 70 mm

560 x 115 mm

840 x 115 mm

1120 x 90 mm

1960 x 115 mm

min. convex radius

350 mm

500 mm

800 mm

1200 mm

2100 mm

min. concave radius

350 mm

600 mm

900 mm

1300 mm

2000 mm

0.8 Kg

1.1 Kg

1.9 Kg

2.4 Kg

4.8 Kg

1 (extra soft)

1 (extra soft)

2 (soft)

3 (hard)

4 (extra hard)

weight
hardness of the plate

USAGE

PACKAGING

Sanding flat and curved surfaces by velcro system.

Carton

MANUFACTURER
INNOVIA, s.r.o.

Tel: +420 725 929 393

Sterboholska 1421/37

info@flexisander.com

102 00 Prague, Czech Republic

www.flexisander.com

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to products.
Current information is available at www.flexisander.com. Made in Czech Republic (EU).

FSB 056111

FSB 084112

FSB 112113

FSB 196114

www.flexisander.com

OWNER‘S MANUAL
CAUTION!

FSB 042071
FSB 056111
FSB 084112
FSB 112113
FSB 196114

Before operating the device, carefully read this manual and strictly follow the instructions listed below:
The dust that arises from sanding is harmful to your health, therefore, always use a respiratory protection mask.
Wear sight protection.
Never use for sanding any materials containing asbestos.
WORK AREA SAFETY
Use abrasive materials recommended by the manufacturer.
Keep work area clean and well lit. Cluttered or dark areas invite accidents.
Keep children and bystanders away while operating a power tool. Distractions can cause you to lose control.
Do not overreach. Keep proper footing and balance at all times. This enables better control of the tool in unexpected situations.
Dress properly. Do not wear loose clothing or jewellery. Keep your hair, clothing and gloves away from moving
parts. Loose clothes, jewellery or long hair can be caught in moving parts.
Provide for good ventilation of the working place.
It is recommended to wear a dust respirator. Observe the relevant regulations in your country for the materials
to be worked.
Prevent dust accumulation at the workplace. Dusts can easily ignite.
ABRASIVES MOUNTING
The machine is equipped with a flexible Velcro system insole for easy and quick attachment of the sanding material.
Before use, check the Velcro on planchette is not mechanically damaged (e.g. melted due to excessive use, etc.)
Attach dimensionally the same sheet of sanding material so that the holes for dust extraction sanding sheet are
flush with the holes on the planchette.
Remove the sanding sheets by lightly pulling its edges.

RECYCLING
Equipment and its accessories and packaging surrender after the end of its useful life to a collection point
for re-processing.

OWNER‘S MANUAL
WARRANTY
We provide guarantee on material and manufacturing defects hidden under the legal provisions of the given country,
at the minimum at least 12 months. In the EU, the warranty period is 24 months for exclusively private use (please
see invoice or delivery note for further information). Damage resulting from usual wear and tear, overloading, misuse and improper use and handling, respectively damage caused by the user or use contrary to the instruction manual, or damage that has been known to a buyer before purchasing the product, are excluded from the guarantee.
Any complaints can only be accepted if the machine is complete, not dismantled, sent back to the manufacturer or
authorised service centres (please see list of service centres). Keep the operating instructions, safety instructions
and proof of purchase. Otherwise the manufacturer operates in accordance to its issued warranty conditions in
latest update.

